WHY FOX3D

Fox3D was established in 1999 and is a leading outsourcing studio used by many top game publishers based in the US and Europe.

- Fox3D Studios is an outsource studio based in the heart of Europe – Tallinn, Estonia.
- We specialize in CG art and animation for PC/consoles games, mobile products and cinematics.
- Our diverse team comprises of talented professionals from the game and movie industry.
- 70+ AAA Projects background (include Dragon Age, World of Tanks, Killzone, Crysis, etc)
- Data protection and confidentiality policies in place for our clients.

High quality work and a passion for creating the best content possible for our partners.
SERVICES OFFERED:

- 3D Sculpting
- 3D Modeling
- 3D Environment
- Texturing
- Motion Capture (Vizon)
- VFX and Lighting
- Storyboards
- 2D Illustrations
- 2D Concept-art
- Animations & Rigging
- UI Design
- 3D Printing
- Pipeline Consultation
- Cinematics
- Programming
- Unity3D Projects
- VR Experience
- Pixel Art
- Pre-production
- Concept Design
PLATFORMS:

- PS3
- PS4
- Steam
- Xbox 360
- Xbox One
- iOS
- Android
- Windows Phone
- Samsung Galaxy Apps
- Oculus
- Samsung Gear VR

SOFTWARE:

- Autodesk Maya
- Autodesk 3DS Max
- Adobe Photoshop
- Unity
- Unreal Engine
- CryEngine
- Mari
- NukeX
- Subst4nce Texturing Reinvented
- ZBrush
- Basecamp
- Trello
- JIRA
- Teamwork
- Shotgun
Each of our 25+ Lead artists has either created or taken part in developing art for over 18 AAA titles.

120+ Studio members has worked on more than 70+ AAA projects (include Dragon Age, World of Tanks, Killzone, Crysis, etc).

Fox3D Studios supplied 46 team members for the critically acclaimed AAA PC game: Natural Selection 2.

In 2013 PC Gamer called Natural Selection 2 one of the best 25 shooters of all time.

Some of the projects we have been involved with:

Our extensive and in-depth expertise is easy to confirm by the impressive list of AAA game titles that Fox3D team members have proudly contributed to.
WORKFLOW & PROCESSES

We create 2D and 3D assets for all of your needs.

We offer all aspects of the outsourcing lifecycle:
- developing project vision and concept
- working through all the stages towards delivery
- ensuring execution of any tasks
- keeping in close communication with client by Fox3D private forum, JIRA, BaseCamp, Trello, etc.
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
2D ART + CONCEPTS
3D ART
ANIMATIONS & CINEMATIC TRAILERS

CINEMATIC TRAILER. CLICK HERE! 🎥
Fox3D has successfully cooperated with game developers of all sizes and world-class publishers from North America, Europe and Asia. Our aims is to create high-quality projects on a global scale.
Sky Cups is an innovative Match 3 with Vertical gameplay.
Crush cups, make a wonderful show and have fun!

- Installs on all platforms: iOS, Android and Window Phone
- Award winning vertical Match 3 with innovative gameplay
- Released in more than 60 countries including USA, U.K., Germany, France, Australia, Brazil and South Korea

5 000 000
Treasure Path is an adventure game where players must find their way across the oceans in the 17th century. You will be immersed in the game with high quality graphics and a vast range of ocean-going missions!
Find a Hamster is a very funny game where your aim is to find all the hidden hamsters in the world.

Use your S Pen as a flashlight and find them all!
EARTH RUSH – AWESOME ADVENTURE WITH RPG ELEMENTS. SPECIAL FOR TABLETS!

IN DEVELOPMENT
House of Languages VR – is a new way to master English (German or Spanish) languages. It is a highly-effective App for learning new vocabulary using several channels of perception in VR.

Our main goal is to create a beautiful and comfortable VR environment for you to discover, interact, learn and enjoy! We believe it is the most powerful way to memorize foreign words.

App specially created to show VR opportunities of learn languages

Oculus’ Mobile VR Jam 2015 Bronze Winner

Hidden-Object genre for interactive studying